Examples:
All-or-nothing: all packets must arrive
Hierarchic superpackets:
GoP I-frame P-frame P-frame P-frame
Abstract Model:
Each superpacket S has a feasibility collection F S ⊆ 2 S F S is closed under set inclusion Buffer management for aggregated streams: -Order respecting sequences, Epochs:
Ω(log σ) (centralized) and O(log σ) (distributed)
Single Link, All-or-nothing:
Online set packing:
[Emek, Halldórsson, Mansour, Patt-Shamir, Radhakrishnan, R PODC'10]
) competitive randomized algorithm (capacitated, distributed; can be refined depending on uniformity of parameters)
Online set packing: "Analysis":
For every feasible subsetS ⊆ S: -Let alg be an online algorithm -Claim: There exists alg
Model:
-Graph with unit capacity edges -Packets arrive at s and should routed to t -Each S should be assigned to a path p(S) from s to t s t -Two packets p ∈ S and q ∈ T are in conflict if Model:
-Graph with unit capacity edges -Packets arrive at s and should routed to t -Each S should be assigned to a path p(S) from s to t s t -Two packets p ∈ S and q ∈ T are in conflict if -Decides on a path for each superpacket -Decides which packet to drop in case of a conflict
